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After achieving breathtaking successes in securing state and local restrictions on smoking in public places and restricting youth access to tobacco products, the tobacco movement faces difficult decisions on its future strategic directions. The thesis of this article is that the tobacco control movement is at a point of needing to secure its recent successes and avoiding any public retrenchment. To do so requires rethinking the movement’s strategic direction. We use the familiar trans-theoretical model of change to describe where the movement is currently and the threats it faces. The new tobacco control strategy should encompass a focus on voluntary non-smoking efforts, use human rights rhetoric to its advantage, and strengthen the public health voice to be more effective in political battles. In developing a new strategy, tobacco control advocates need to build a social movement based on a more forceful public health voice, along with the strategic use of human rights rhetoric, to focus on the power of voluntary non-smoking efforts. Using human rights rhetoric can help frame the movement in ways that have traditionally appealed to the American public. Perhaps more importantly, doing so can help infuse the tobacco control movement with a broader sense of purpose and mission.

It is exceedingly difficult to sustain an effective social movement in the USA. Take the environmental movement as an example. After achieving breathtaking successes in its initial years, such as providing the political impetus for the enactment of clean air and clean water acts, the political momentum has shifted and the movement has stalled.* The same might be said for the women’s movement. Despite early successes, there were some notable political failures, including the inability to enact an equal rights amendment. Despite sound economic gains, the “glass ceiling” remains.

The thesis of this article is that the tobacco control movement faces similar issues regarding forward momentum and the need to determine its strategy for the future. That strategy should encompass a focus on voluntary non-smoking policies, using human rights rhetoric to its advantage, and on strengthening its public health voice to be more effective in political battles. As several advocates have noted, tobacco control will not be an effective political force until the movement defeats a political candidate for opposing tobacco control efforts.

At the outset, it is important to note that this article is designed to provoke and stimulate thinking and discussion among tobacco control advocates about the future. It is not intended to be an empirically based analysis. Equally important, we do not view the current position of the movement as being at a tipping point. Under no circumstances do we anticipate major retrenchment. To the contrary, we firmly believe that the changes in social norms secured in recent years are unlikely to revert back to tobacco’s glamour years, and we expect that it will be very difficult for the tobacco industry to unravel the regulatory structure already in place. The industry’s admission that its products cause harm when used as intended and its willingness to negotiate over the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) regulatory authority suggest that there is no immediate threat of retrenchment. That said, this is the time for the movement to devise a strategy for the future to build on the gains already achieved. Strengthening tobacco control as a social movement is crucial to sustaining successes and providing the impetus for difficult battles that lie ahead, such as the shape of FDA regulation over tobacco products.

THREATS

Over the past 20 years, the tobacco control movement has achieved extraordinary successes, arguably far beyond what anyone anticipated. Aside from the enactment of once unthinkable restrictions on smoking in public places, including virtually no smoking in public places in California and New York City, the movement is responsible for changing the nation’s social norms regarding tobacco use. Even in areas where strong anti-smoking laws have not been enacted, smokers are on the defensive and the cultural norm no longer favours public tobacco use. The spread of voluntary restrictions on tobacco use suggests how much the social norms have changed. And the fact that juries now routinely award damages to individual smokers is a remarkable turnaround from the fact that the tobacco industry had never paid to resolve litigation until the mid to late 1990s.

Yet there are a number of reasons to be concerned that the tobacco control movement
could share the fate of other social movements in being unable to build on its successes, even if the past victories are likely to be sustained far into the future. The threats are both internal and external to the movement.

First, there is an inevitable tendency to say “we’ve won”—there are other battles to confront. Volunteers are particularly susceptible to this reaction. One study found that tobacco control coalitions had difficulty sustaining members’ interest in the less exciting work of implementing and enforcing tobacco control laws. The study also found that politicians’ interest waned after enacting the law. Thus, the perception of success may well encourage tobacco control volunteers to join other social movements instead of continuing to pursue tobacco control objectives.

Second, the tobacco control movement has become highly professionalised and institutionalised. In many respects, this is a profoundly positive development. Without the funds and lobbying muscle from the voluntary associations, it is unlikely that state anti-smoking laws would either be as prevalent or as strong as they are now. Equally important, groups that now comprise the tobacco control infrastructure, such as the American Legacy Foundation and the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, have kept tobacco control on the policy agenda and have contributed to steadily reducing tobacco consumption rates among both children and adults.

At the same time, the shift to a professional cadre may well “crowd out” the volunteers needed to sustain the movement. If volunteers think that capable professionals will sustain the movement or, worse still, that the professionals will not listen to the volunteers, it is likely that they will migrate to other social movements. The danger is that national, professional organisations will eclipse the grass roots efforts. Likewise, the success of the litigation against the tobacco industry may encourage many to “leave it to the lawyers”. Litigation might detract from other policy efforts if the public perceives that the problem has been “solved” through litigation, in part through the allure of money.

A related concern is that a professional tobacco control movement is dependent on continued funding rather than grass roots organising. For instance, the American Legacy Foundation’s future financial security is tied to a complicated funding formula dependent on tobacco consumption patterns. Other professional organisations are dependent on continued foundation funding, which is always subject to changing strategies and new leadership. The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has been a strong supporter of tobacco control research and strategies, and will continue to be, but at an increasingly reduced level. The Foundation is shifting priority to reducing the nation’s obesity epidemic.

Third, the tobacco control movement, like most public health movements, is subject to fragmentation. One need only review the difficulties tobacco control advocates had in speaking with one voice regarding the McCain legislation in 1996 to realise that difficult questions about harm reduction strategies could well fragment the movement if FDA gains regulatory jurisdiction over tobacco products.

Finally, tobacco control’s opponents are not necessarily accepting the status quo. Indeed, libertarians and political conservatives continue to oppose governmental intervention (that is, tobacco control laws) in the marketplace and argue strenuously that the tobacco control movement has over-reached. While substantial retrenchment seems unlikely, it will be difficult to generate new successes without engendering a potential political backlash if additional laws are viewed as too intrusive. At best, tobacco control advocates will be able to consolidate gains already achieved.

Another way of looking at these issues is to adapt the familiar trans-theoretical change model to conceptualise the tobacco control movement’s evolution and its current status (table 1). Although the model is designed to explain individuals’ internal decision making processes regarding addictive behaviours, we think it can be adapted to help explain tobacco control’s historical context and to facilitate discussion of future directions. Extrapolating from this model helps identify the role that social movements and human rights rhetoric might play in the dynamics of continued social change.

Based on table 1, it seems clear that the tobacco control movement can be characterised as falling in the “Maintenance” stage. After an extraordinary period of growth and success in the “Action” stage during the 1990s, tobacco control is arguably in a period of consolidating recent gains. Our concern, however, is that the tobacco control movement could easily migrate into the “Relapse” stage, where some of the successes could be in jeopardy and where continued progress is difficult.

If this model is a plausible reflection of the tobacco movement’s evolution, three implications follow. First, it is important not to lose sight of strategies that will maintain and consolidate advances made during the action stage. One could in fact argue that the maintenance stage offers a “breathing period” following the frenetic activity of the 1990s to reconsider ongoing efforts, such as media and political strategies. Far from being thought of as stasis, the maintenance stage is an opportunity to institutionalise gains that will resist retrenchment, and to develop strategies to avoid relapse without the pressure and controversy of moving into future debates. For example, tobacco control advocates can use the current respite to prepare strategies for potential FDA regulation.

Second, it suggests that the trajectory toward further advances is hardly guaranteed. If relapse (defined as losing the gains already won or losing the grass roots volunteer base) is a possibility, then identifying steps to minimise the probability of relapse should be an important aspect of the maintenance stage. Keeping the tobacco movement at the forefront of social consciousness should be a key goal of the maintenance phase.

And third, maintenance is the opportunity to begin thinking about developing a new tobacco control strategy. What are the next areas of focus and policy objectives? How should the movement be organised to achieve those goals?

DEVELOPING A NEW STRATEGY

In developing a new strategy, tobacco control advocacy needs to build a social movement based on a more forceful public health voice (perhaps through human rights rhetoric) that will put political pressure on legislators to enact strong tobacco control laws, will continue to place the tobacco industry on the defensive, and will not be susceptible to industry co-opting. In addition, tobacco control advocates have underestimated the power of voluntary non-smoking efforts. At this point in the evolution of tobacco control advocacy, the focus should be on taking advantage of changes in social norms to encourage more businesses to voluntarily adopt no smoking policies regardless of current legal requirements. A value of this strategy is that it effectively co-opts the conservative and libertarian critique about the dangers of moral crusades. By using advocacy to persuade the market to advance tobacco control objectives, libertarians can hardly object to the expression of consumer preferences.
Social movements

In our view, the key to future tobacco control success lies in maintaining, at a minimum, and expanding, if possible, tobacco control as a broadly based social movement. As important as it is to maintain and expand the institutional/professional tobacco control structure, it is equally important to nurture an active grass roots, volunteer tobacco control coalition. The former brings visibility, political clout, and fundraising capacity; the latter reinforces social norms, establishes a stable movement foundation, and facilitates change at the local and state levels. Success at both levels is needed to avoid the relapse stage.

The volunteer effort (as distinct from the role of professionals) involves three intertwined questions. How can volunteers be mobilised to undertake the tedious and time consuming work of building on past successes? What should the local coalition’s goals be? What will the relationship be between coalitions and professional tobacco control advocates?

Mobilisation

One way to mobilise volunteers is to develop better linkages with other local coalitions within and across states. Within states, local and statewide coalitions need to establish mechanisms to meet and coordinate strategy. These efforts must be ongoing and not relegated to crisis situations. In fact, one goal of closer coordination is to anticipate and avoid crisis situations. Across states, coalitions should consider forming regional organisations.

While resources for doing so are admittedly limited, regional organisations serve numerous beneficial functions. First, they facilitate the diffusion of laws and successful strategies across regional boundaries. Even in the electronic age, sharing information and strategies at conferences remains an effective mechanism for achieving social goals and deciding how best to frame these goals. We know that how an issue is framed is critical to public health outcomes. Yet, framing is a dynamic challenge, changing in unpredictable ways. Routine regional meetings allow the collective movement to define and frame the desired importance of competing issues and determining how and to whom the issue or message should be presented. In short, regional meetings help local coalitions make effective use of scarce resources.

Second, organising regionally provides momentum that can be translated into greater political successes. Regional organisations can help provide the missing public health voice that leads to political gains. Third, they facilitate local mobilisation by bringing together a critical mass. It is hard to retain volunteers if they are detached from like-minded individuals and coalitions. Regional meetings invoke a shared sense of purpose, renew the movement’s energy, and encourage advocates to remain engaged.

It seems counter-intuitive not to focus on resource mobilisation as the key to social movement success and survival. Yet a study of the social movement against drunk driving supports our analysis. The authors compared the differential success of two organisations to mobilise communities against drunk driving. They concluded that success lay not in the ability to solicit revenue, but rather in maximising volunteer input, satisfactorily involving local leadership, and coordinating activity between the local and state levels.

Voluntary change

Aside from maintaining a stable foundation for the tobacco control movement, we argue that local coalitions should focus on advocating and facilitating the adoption of voluntary non-smoking policies. This, too, may seem counter-intuitive in view of the organising propensities of engaging in the legislative process (at either the state or local level). To be sure, the allure of engaging in the political process is an effective strategy for attracting new members. The problem is that once the legislative battles are over, there is little incentive for them to remain active. In contrast, organising around securing voluntary no smoking policies attracts members who are likely to remain engaged over the long term and may lead to even more significant changes in tobacco control policy than attainable through the legislative process.

We see three advantages to a strategy focused on advocacy for adopting private self regulation (that is, voluntary change). One is that it provides an organising principle for a local coalition. As with the legislative process, there are measurable goals that can be achieved. For example, the coalition can track the number of private establishments adopting non-smoking policies, produce materials identifying non-smoking businesses, and monitor the number of times members encourage businesses to change their policies. A second advantage is that it both reinforces and extends social
norms favouring restrictions on smoking in public places. Those voluntarily adopting no smoking policies are likely to enforce them vigorously, hence avoiding the problem of lax governmental enforcement. And third, it is a market based approach, which deprives opponents of tobacco control laws one of their primary strategies in attacking non-smoking policies. Libertarians can hardly complain if local coalitions use effective community based organising strategies to encourage social changes in local markets.

Relations with professionals
Since professionals will be working on strategies that are much broader than voluntary change, how should grass roots activists and professionals interact? For now, we believe that grassroots coalitions have a comparative advantage in organising volunteer non-smoking efforts, while professionals focus on the entire range of tobacco control regulation and cessation. Certainly, coalitions should be willing to switch their focus to respond to opportunities that the professionals identify. For instance, if the professionals target a state or locality for a tobacco control law, the coalition should be flexible enough to lend support.

As a general proposition, coalitions should work closely with professionals to identify other volunteer activities that coalitions can organise. Coalitions can effectively engage in monitoring compliance with non-smoking laws, encourage no smoking in private homes, and encourage participation in smoking cessation programmes. Even if the effort to convince businesses to go smoke-free is wildly successful, coalitions will still have considerable opportunities to participate in tobacco control activities.

Human rights rhetoric
An intriguing strategy that is gaining considerable scholarly attention is the use of human rights rhetoric. In previous work, one of the authors (PDJ) argued that the use of human rights rhetoric to justify public health intervention is susceptible to being co-opted by industry opponents of public health initiatives. A focus on human rights rhetoric as a primary strategy will not resonate with politicians, will be confusing to many tobacco control advocates, and will result in endless definitional and practical difficulties. At the same time, the language of human rights can be an effective complement to the social movement approach suggested above.

In the USA, framing policy choices with a moral dimension makes a difference. For example, one can argue that welfare reform occurred when proponents of change effectively argued that welfare was a moral failure because it encourages dependency. Before that, the disdain for “welfare queens” may have been politically effective, but was ineffectve in changing social policy. In the end, the combined pragmatic and moral arguments overwhelmed welfare’s defenders.

A similar but even more powerful example drove the women’s movement. Women’s suffrage was born in human rights rhetoric, but did not become a reality until combined with politically pragmatic considerations. For women’s suffrage, the first such dictum occurred in 1791 with Olympe de Gouge’s *The Rights of Women*, where she declares “…[a] woman is born free and lives equal to man in her rights”. In the USA, raising social consciousness occurred through suffragist meetings, treatises, and primarily through political and judicial avenues. The movement occurred in spurts and certainly faced many setbacks. But as a whole, the women’s movement moved forward through the trans-theoretical change processes outlined earlier. State by state, the movement grew in force; partial suffrage was granted in New Jersey eventually leading to full suffrage in Wyoming in 1890.

The movement had its beginnings when Wyoming women demanded the right to vote when the territory was officially organised. Julia Bright persuaded her husband, the president of the territorial council, to introduce a suffrage bill to the council, which functioned as the upper house of territorial legislative bodies. As his best argument, William Bright said that making Wyoming unique in this respect would “attract attention to the... territory more effectually than anything else”. His second argument was not based so much on principle as on partisanship. Because the governor said he would veto a suffrage bill, Bright encouraged Democrats to vote for it “to show that they were in favor of liberal measures while the Republican governor and the Republican party were opposed”. After the bill passed, Bright led its supporters in lobbying Governor Campbell to reverse himself on the promised veto. Many women sent letters, while other women lobbied him in person. He finally decided that “he did not want the responsibility of offending women...or of placing the Republican party in open hostility to a measure he saw might become a political force”. He signed the bill, and thereby “drew down upon himself the bitter curses” of legislators who, hypocritically, had voted for it but actually were opposed. In the end, it was lobbying skills and political forces that drew legislative attention, not fundamental human rights arguments. The key is that this movement began in an entirely grassroots fashion, and that human rights rhetoric was used side-by-side with other methods to achieve desired social change.

A cautionary story about sole reliance on human rights rhetoric emerges from the environmental movement. Like the tobacco control movement, the environmental movement has generated enormous success, both in legislative achievements and in keeping environmental issues at the forefront of the domestic policy agenda. Arguably, the environmental movement relied on the same combination of rights rhetoric (the right to a clean environment and preserving the environment for future generations) and shrewd political organising as with the women’s movement. Yet when advocates attempted to recast the movement as environmental justice (arguing that polluting firms or industries should not be permitted to locate in poor neighbourhoods because it amounts to environmental racism), the movement stalled. The environmental justice movement has had few successes. In fact, industries have co-opted the human rights rhetoric by arguing that local communities have the right to the jobs that come with industry location decisions.

In sum, human rights language can be an invaluable adjunct to a wide range of tobacco control activities. Using human rights rhetoric can help frame the movement in ways that have traditionally appealed to the American public. Perhaps more importantly, doing so can help infuse the tobacco control movement with a broader sense of purpose and mission. But there are too many problems for it to be the central organising principle of the tobacco control movement.

Public health voice
Regardless of the goals that tobacco control advocates determine should be pursued (that is, legislation or voluntary activity), we urge greater attention to developing a strong public health voice. By public health voice, we mean the presence of a defined public health message that can effectively articulate a rationale behind proposed public health initiatives.

Research has demonstrated that when the public health voice is strong, tobacco control initiatives have been successfully enacted. In California several local municipalities were successful in passing legislation in the face of opposition from smokers’ rights groups and business and restaurant lobbies that opposed the measures. This can be contrasted
with Florida where funding for a successful youth programme was reduced in large part because of the absence of public health advocates emphasising its importance. The media programme was eroded while the local public health advocates and health organisations offered no protests.

The limited research on gun control activities portrays a similar story. With the possible exception of California, which enacted significant gun control legislation that includes a ban on assault weapons and Saturday night specials, the public health voice remains distinctly secondary to industry opposition. Part of the problem is in how the public health voice has been articulated. Instead of providing a coherent overview of what the public health approach would entail, the message tends to be fragmented and compartmentalised, one issue at a time, without the benefit of a broader public health context. This does not allow the debate to be framed within a public health model that could provide policymakers with a political rationale for enacting legislation consistent with a public health strategy. In Illinois, for example, testimony from health care professionals helped shift the terms of the youth violence debate to include prevention. But legislators supporting the public health model complained that public health advocates were neither well organised nor presented a centralised, consistent message. By contrast, one observer argued that “The pro-gun voices are more organised and influential than the general, non-specific gun control argument that public health advocates should think about future strategic directions.

Another new aspect of the paper is its focus on strengthening tobacco control as a social movement rather than relying on professional advocates. We also argue that the movement should shift its focus from legislative activity to securing voluntary non-smoking policies among local businesses.

CONCLUSION

Inevitably, the tobacco control movement will face unpredictable challenges and move in unanticipated ways. As new battles, such as the appropriateness of harm reduction strategies, replace the past emphasis on enacting clean indoor air and youth tobacco laws, core values and goals need to guide the movement to avoid costly fragmentation. Strengthening the social movement that lies at the heart of the tobacco control movement is essential. Using human rights rhetoric is one strategy that can provide momentum and a sense of purpose to the movement. A strong social movement is imperative to resist or prevent erosion in the salience of tobacco control (that is, to prevent relapse) and to provide the political and economic support to achieve future goals.
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